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Abstract

for the distance, •neasured in standard Sobolev norms, be-

tween a function u and its high-order polynomial approxError estimates for some spectral projection operators in

weighted$obolevspacesof Jacobitype are derivedin terms
of a new family of weightedspaces,improving standard estimates. Our results are used to improve error estimates
for the Jacobi spectral solution of a model problem in a
square by taking into account the decompositionof the
solution near the corners. This generalizesto the Jacobi
framework someresults known in the unweightedcase.

imation up are given in terms of the norm of u in some
weightedspaces.This theory has beenappliedin [10]to
the analysis of the p-version of the F.E.M. over polygonal
and polyhedral domains. It enables us to recover optimal
convergencerates by analyzing separately the singular and
the regular part of the solution.
The results for the Legendrespectral discretizationsare
very close to those for the p-version since in both cases

standardSobolevnormsof the error u - up are concerned.
But for the numericalanalysisof Chebyshevspectral methods this error must be measured in terms of weighted
$obolev norms based upon the Chebyshevweight. Moreover, the analysis may require results related to other
weights,for instanceto the inverseof the Chebyshevweight
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AMS subject classifications:

asin [3]. So,it is usefulto considera widerangeof weights,
namelythe Jacobiweights,as in [4]. The approximation

65N35, 41A10, 65N15.

theory for these spacesas developedtherein involveshigh
order weighted$obolevspacesH•. For a - 0 thesespaces
reduce to the usual unweighted ones. So, it can be ex-

Introduction

of this theoryto the H i apThe analysis of the convergencerate of high order dis- pectedthat the application
proximation
of
the
singular
part
of the solutions will not
cretizations of elliptic problems over polygonal domains
yield
optimal
estimates.
requires us to take into account the structure of the soThe aim of this paper is to improvethe resultsin [4] for
lutions near the corners. An early reference, concerning
the
Jacobi spectral approximation by using a new family
the p-versionof the finiteelementmethod(F.E.M.) is [1].
It has been noted therein that the approximation results of weighted spacesand the decomposition of the solution
for the singular part of the solution, as obtained from esti- into a regular and a singular part. So, our results extend
mates involving the usual unweightedSobolevspacesH s, someresultsof [9] and [10]to the Jacobiframework.
Although in this paper we present the analysis of a simare not optimal for the p-version. An approximation theory for the p-versionin the framework of certain weighted ple model problem as an application , the techniquesand
Sobolevspacesis givenin [9]. In that paper, estimates resultscan be usefulin the generalcontext of elliptic problems.
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The next sectionis devoted to introducing the basic notations. In section3, we definethe new family of weighted
spacesand state our basicapproximation results. Section 4
is devotedto obtaining a characterizationof the new spaces
in terms of an intrinsic norm. In section 5, we study the
approximation of some singular functions related to the
solution of some elliptic problems. In section 6, we obtain improvedconvergenceestimatesfor a simple model
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ß P• (fl) the spaceofpolynomials
with degree< N with

problem.Finally, we resumeour conclusions
in section7.
For the sake of brevity some proofs have been omitted
or only sketchedbut the detailedversionof this work will
appearin Fdez-Manin[11].

2

Preliminaries

and

notations

Let A = (-1, 1) and a > -1 . We denote

respectto each variable.

ß 1-I• theorthogonal
projection
operator
fromL2•(fl)
ontoP2v(fl) ß

It isstandard
tonotethatII•v = II•v'(•)o

3

(f••(x)2P•(x)dx)
«<•}.
For any s > 0 and a 6 (-1, 1) we denoteH•(A) the
weightedSobolevspaceof orders associated
to the weight
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Approximation
properties
the Z•(A) spaces

of

For eachinteger m _>0 , we define

function(1 - x2)• . Its normwill bedenoted
by

2 1_<j<_rn}
(5)ZT(A)={• • •(A)/•dJv
• •+•.(A),

Let P•¾(A) be the spaceof polynomialswith degree< N

equippedwith the norm

in A. Moreover, we shall note:

rI• theorthogonal
projection
operator
fromL2•(A)
onto Px(A) .

ß {57,•} the familyof Jacobipolynomials
associated
to
and for s > 0 non integer, s = m + cr . with 0 < cr < 1,
theweight(1 - x2)• normalized
in thefollowing
way:
we defineZ•(A) by

the degreeof gr• is n and it satisfies

r(•+•+•)

(1)

j)'•(4-1)
= (+l)•r(n+1)r(c•
+l)

where F stands for the classicalEuler's gamma function.
Their norm is given by

(2)

I1•?II0,•,A
• ---

Z•(A): [Z•(A), Z•"•(A)]•,2
where[.]•,2standsfortheK-interpolation
method(see[2]).
The next three lemmas show the behavior of the deriva-

tion and integrationoperatorsoverZ•(A) and a property
which will be useful in the following section.

22•+l(F(n+ a + 1))2

2
Lemma 3.1 For a > -1 and u • L,+•(A)

(2n + 2• + 1)r(n + •) r(n + 2• •- 1)

.T

we define

(3)

(Pu) by(Pu)(x)= fo u(t)dt . Then.for all m _>I integer,themapping
P"• is continuous
fromL2•+,•(A)into

We also use the integral relation

Z'•(A)).
Lemma 3.2 For a > -1,
m > 1 , it holds:

(4)

1 (n+2a+l

n+ 2a

0 < 0 < 1

and any integer

(7)

when f •7•(t)dt is suchthat

) 2•(t)p•(t)dt
- O.
A surveyon the propertiesof the ,7• canbe foundin [4]
and [12].
We shall also consider the function spacesdefined over

fl=AxA.

For any-1 < a < 1 and s >0,

Lemma 3.3 For each non negative integer ra and for

u• ZT(A)ßu: • •.7•(•) , •eing• thecorrespondingFourier coefficients, we have:

H&(•) will

stand for the Sobolevspaceof order s related to the weight

(1- x2)•(1- y2)• (see[4]for a precise
definition).The
normin this spacewill be denoted]1'I1.•,•,•,We shallnote

dj u

•

(S) dx•--y]••
n----j

dJ•7•

i• •+,(A) ,•<j<.•

Po?nomial Approximation In Weighted Sobolev Spaces

The next lemma gives a characterization of the space

Z/•(A) together with an equivalentnorm in this space
which is usefulin proving the approximationresult in norm

Lemma3.4

Let

be s

>

0.

For u

e

L•(A),
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Theorem 3.3 For u • C•:(•,), u =

Un•

and

r•O

•,'= 2:,•%o
•,75'•, then

07= (2•+2•
+1)r(•+2.+1)
r(•+.+l)

(10)

•

r(n+.+

1)

Y•-r(•+2.+1)a•
odd

*

c•

2

1

(9) IIuII•z(^)-(• I•,•1•(1
+ n•)•IIJAIIo,,•.^)
•
n•O

then

( in the exceptional
casek = 0 and c• = -1/2 we set

(2• + o• + 1)r(• + 2• + 1) = r(2a + 2) )
Proof

Firstly by using(4) we obtain the equality

andthenormII. II•x(A)is a normin J•(A) equivalent
to II.
Proof

When s is an integer, the result easily followsby

usinglemmas(3.1), (3.3) andpropertiesof the polynomials secondlywe solve the homogeneousdifference equation
•f,'•. For the non-integercasewe usea standardinterpola(n +
tion argument.
[]
(n + a)(2n + 2a- 1)
(n+c• + 1)
Theorem 3.1 If u • Zi}(A) for O _<s' _<s . thefollow•ng estimation is satisfied

(12) (n+2a+1)(2n
+2a+3)X•+x
=0
•1 =•Y• :1

to obtain the general term for k _>i

Proof The result followsfrom (9) usingthe classicaltechniquesfor these kinds of estimations.

Theorem 3.2 Let beO_<s' < s and u • Z•'(A) . If

X•= (2k+2a+l)
r(k+2a+l)r(ct-lq-3)
(2a - 21+ 5) F(k + a + 1) r(2a - l + 3)
with l=0 if k even, 1=1 if k odd.
defined by

Fork _>1 letO(k
1)be

•t(k
1)-- r•'k
•i1)
•,ith A = A('u) independent
of N, Then u • Z•-•'(A) Ve •,
O.

Moreover

I1•- u.•llzx-•(•)
-<c(s,s',•,•)[11• Ilzx'(•>
+A]
In order to obtain the approximation theorem in norm

H•1 we provea technicalresultthat givesthe expression
of the Fouriercoefficients
of u' with respectto {57•} in
terms of those of u with respect to the same basis. This
result generalizeswell-known expressionsfor the case c• =

Then, equation(11) leadsto

o(nl]l
__
½(1)
a)(2n
+2a- 1)X,•_•
1 0,
•+• = (/-/+
n+ 2a
usingthat u • C•:(•) we deducethat

limb(k
1) = 0 .

Therefore

•1)__Z (7/
q-OZ)(27t
q-20•
--1)'•'n1- 1
n +2a
n=k+l

n+kodd

0 and c•= -1/2. In the nextstepweobtainthat II•v(u')(II•u)'belongs to a bidimensional
subspace
of polynomials and we concludethe result for k >_1. The identity (11)
and finally we concludethe approximation theorem.

withn - i solves
thecase
fi(01)
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Lemma 3.5 Foru 6 H i (A) andu'=

Proof
• it(•
•),f,•• wehave

We use the following decomposition

a• ( (n•)) = a•

the following property:

{A•(N)0o
N-]A•(N
-]1)07
for
Neven

H•(tt')-(II•vtt)'-A•(N
-]1)0o
• -]A•(N)•bf
forNodd
(•)

a• +

a• o•,

where

and we applythe monodimensional
resultto the first and

•' (2• + 2• + 1)r(• + 2• + 1)

secondterms. The third term is handled by usingtheorem
3.3

•.----0

4

Intrinsic

norms

of the

spaces

Z(A)
In this sectionwe usethe notationsappearingin the works

•"(m)
= (2,•+2•+1)r(m
+2•+1) '

Bernardi-Dauge-Maday
[7]andTriebel[13],aswellassome
results therein.

The previous
lemmaallowsusto statethefollowing
theFor m non negativeintegerwe denotethe space

orere.

Theorem a.4 For s > i-

c• andu e Z}(A)•H}(A)

lL•e have

with the norm defined by
1

We now focus on the two-dimensional case. First, for

:

.s_>0 we definethe spaceZ• (•) by

(1,)

z,;(a)=

j=O

•

,h

For any numbers > 0 non integer we put s =m+0

Usingthe standardtensorizationargumentand theorem

with 0 < 0 < 1 and m integer, and denote

3.1 we obtain the followingresult concerningthe approximation in the I] I[0.•.^ norm.
with

the norm

Theorem 3.5 For s > 0 and u • Z}(f•) we have:

l[•-H•.• II0.•,•<c N-• II• Ilz•(•>
For the approximationin ]l II•,•,^, nowwe state:
Theorem 3.6 For allr > 0, s > 1-c•
Ou

(18) ,,vl,2
• dJv
2.•+2(
j
-

•'•-

and uE Z}(f•)

-.•).A

•.• I•- yl1+2ø(1- x2)•dx
dy

Ou

such
thatOx' Oy• Z•( ) wehave:

+

•

wherefor all a > 1 the domain&A,= is definedby:

{(•,•)•AxA/•<O
and
•<l+•<a(l+
a

•A.a •

or•>O and x-• < 1-o<a(1-•)
a

(16)

N-• 11
• Ilzx(•)
q-I1• Ilzx(•)

Thespace
denoted
byW•'2(A)in [7]coincides
withH}(A).
We characterize
the spaceZ} (A) by the following
theorem.

PolynomialApproximation In WeightedSobolevSpaces
Theorem 4.1 Let s be a positive real number which is
not an integer. s -- m q- O with O < O < i and s • l q- c•
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instead of two. We considerthe weight x • and define the

naturalspaces
L2•(27),W•s,2(27),Vd,2(27)andZI (27).Then,

whenc• E (-1, 0). Then, a no• in Z•(A) whichdefines the mapping
the spaceis:

r'

Z2(Z)
v

m.2
o(t) = v(t=)

1

is an isomorphismfor m-0, 1. Therefore

•,• ix_yl•+•
s (1Proof

•

dy

considerthree casesdepending on the values

of s and a

First case: •>0,

and0<s<l.

Followingthe notationin •iebel

(20)

is also an isomorphism. As we have a characterization of

s
the normin H5s,2
x+2•(27)we can obtaina normin Z,•(I).

[13]we have:

Finally, the result holds for the domain A from standard
localization techniques.
[]

Z2(A) = •ø(A, pa,pa)

W2•(A)= •V•(A,p(•+i),p(•_•))
and with the notationin Bernardi-Dauge-Madw[7]we
can state the inclusions:

1.2

5

Approximation
tions

%Veare interestedin the approximation by polynomials of

c

1

the functionsW•(x, y) definedby:

l•f 1,2

c ,,

W•(x,y) = ((1 - x) + i(1 - y))•

By usingtheorem(1.b.10) and lemma(1.b.22) in [7] we

have
that•;2• (A)
(2•)

Z}(A)

of singular func-

•2

for e > -1, becausethey coincide with the singular part of
the solution of the Dirichlet or Neumann problem for the
Laplace operator, and also for the biharmonic operator.

•.2

Moreoverthe identifications(20) and (21) lead to:

Theorem

5.1 For any real number e > -1

the function

14/•(x,y) belongs
to Z•(f•) for anypositiverealnumbers <
2(e + a + 1)

Fromthe resultsin section3.4.2 of [13]we have:
Proof The proof must distinguish between two cases,depending on whether s is an integer or not.

Finally we apply proposition (1.c.2) and renmrk

If s = m integer, taking into account(15) we only have

to checkthat W•(x,y) • Z;(A; L•(A)) because
the other

(1.c.3) in [7] to deduce that for s non integer case is analogous. Let 0 _< j _< m, the strongest singu-

i[?(A,p(•+•),p(•_s)) = V2+•(A) andtherefore
=

= U+,(5)

larityin theexpression
of •o•w•

2

2

arisesnear

L,•.j(A,L.(A))

the point (1, 1), so:

Usingagaintheorem(1.b.10)of [7]we obtain
s2

and conclude

the theorem

in this case.

Second case: a > -1 , and m • 1.
If follows e•ily from the first case together with lemma
Third

case:-l<•<0

and

0<s<

1.

In this c•e, we prove first an analogousresult for the

for sonhepositive constantsCx and C2. In order to bound

the last term in (21), we considerthe changeof variables:
I - x:

rcos½

spacesdefinedon the interval Z = (0, 1) in a quite similar way. This allows us to handle only one singular point

1 - y = rsin0
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where

then we obtain the integral

h=

(23)

r2(e-j)+2a+j+l
cos
•+j • sin• 0 drde

• fore-m-l<O

•
a

for

e-m-l>_O

From(26) and (27), we obtainthat.I is boundedby
whichis finite becausec•+ j > -1 , c• > -1 and 2(e -

j) + 2c•+j + i > -1 whenm < 2(e+ c•+ 1).

(28)

When s is not an integer we must verify

(24)

(x,•) A f(x,y)=((1-x)+/(1-y))•-m
is C • away from (1, 1), it clearly sufficesto bound the

(• - •)•+•-'•+•

o•-•tc•+'•-2øt2(1
+t2h
2)
....•dtdy.

II w•(x,y)Ilzx(A•L•<,•//<
•

becausethe other term is analogous.To do this, we usethe
intrinsicnorm givenby theorem4.1. Sincethe mapping

c
1

Finally,we boundthe integralwith respectto t and afterwardswith respectto y to obtain the desiredresult.
Remark 5.1 For any real numbere > -1, we also intro-

ducethefunction
17V•(x,
y) defined
by
IZV•
(x,y) - ((1 - x) + i(1 - y))•log((1- x) + i(1 - y))

integral

By usingthe sameproof, it can be verifiedthat theorem

.Ix-

(5.1)isstillvalidwithV[•replaced
by•.

x'l
(1 - z•)•+•(1 -

6

where

We considerthe Dirichlet problemon the square•2

1--37

•={O<x<l,O<z'

Application to elliptic problems

<1,1---

- Au = f

We make the changeof variables

(29)

1-x=(1-y)t
1-x'

u=0

in •2

in 0S2.

Let (aj,bj) , I _<j <_4 denotethe verticesoff•. If the
functionf belongsto H•P(•2). for p _>0. then a decompositionresultof M. Dauge[8],guarantees
that the solution
u of (29) canbe written as

=(1-y)tz

and we must veri•' that the integral

4

(26)

I =/•(1
- y)2e+2c•-s+ltc•+s-2ø
ß
I(t+i)e-m
--(tzq-i)•-"•12dzdtdy
Iz - 11•+2ø
I

1

1-y'a

Forfixedt, weapplyHardy'sinequality
in [•, 1] andin
[1.a] to obtain
(27)

The functionu• belongsto H/} (f•) for all nonnegativereal
numbers < min{p+2,5+o•}.
the X• are C • cut-off

functions
andthefunctions
•. i < j < 4 are

is finite, where

©={0<y<l,0<t<

j----1

IYV•(x,y)
= Im{((aj - x) + i(bj- y))2log((a•- x) + i(b3- y)}.
Thereforethe solution u belongsto H•(•2) for all
0 < s < min{p + 2, 3 + (•}. We denoteurvthe discretesolution providedby the Gauss-Lobatto-Jacobi
collocation
spectralmethod,namely:

{z--11
•+20
al(t
+i)•--•
(tZ
+i)½--•l
2dz<

Cf•a
t21
z_111-20(
1+t2h2)
e-m-•dz
_<
Ct2(1+ t2h2)
e-m-•

v•

(30)

• P•(•)

-AUN(x) = f(x)

x

Polynomial Approximation In WeightedSobolevSpaces
where E stands for the set of Gauss-Lobatto-Jacobi

nodes.
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So,if onlystandardapproximation
results(see[4]and [6])

his help in the realization of this work. Thanks are also
given to M. Dauge for communicatingto us someunpub-

are used,the followingconvergenceestimation is obtained:

lished results.

(31)

Ilu- /tNII1,o,•__•
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